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ABSTRACT

Welton, Thomas Andrew. M.S., Department of Economics, Wright State University,
2011. The Non-Linear Influence of School Quality on Home Prices in the Dayton, OH
MSA

This paper analyzes the Dayton, Ohio Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) to examine
the extent to which public school quality influences housing prices. Research is
conducted in the Dayton region at both the city and neighborhood levels. City level
analysis indicates a significant linear relationship between school quality and home
prices. However, the results of this analysis are likely distorted by collinearity between
school quality and neighborhood characteristics, such as crime rate. In an effort to
mitigate collinearity and control for neighborhood characteristics, neighborhood level
analysis is conducted using 933 individual homes located in areas where separate school
districts border. The evidence of this examination suggests school quality significantly
influences housing prices in school districts rated above the mean. However, in areas
where school districts rate at or below the mean, school performance is not shown to
significantly influence housing values.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The three principles of real estate, "location, location, location" have dominated

the conventional model of determining property values for years. However, not every
population values location specific attributes to the same extent. In other words, the
premium locational features command varies according to the tastes and preferences of
the local population (Zietz, Zietz, & Sirmans, 2007). The value that markets place on
amenities such as highway access, good weather, employment opportunities, and low
crime has been thoroughly established (Partridge, 2010). However, studies reveal
conflicting views to the degree that certain features influence home values. What is a
positive attribute to some may be considered negative to others (Schwann, 1998). For
example, some people might desire owning a historic home, while others seek a
recently constructed one. To some the relationship between the age of a home and its
value would be positive, and to others it would be negative. Additionally, because many
features exhibit collinear relationships the effect each has on home prices is difficult to
examine independently. This collinearity contributes to the complexity of home price
variation analysis.

This paper investigates the influence school ratings have on home values in the
Dayton MSA region. It will show why colinearity is a problem that can plague real estate
economics, particularly in determining the effect school quality has on home values.
Colinearity can result in variables whose impact may be over- or under estimated,
1

thereby producing unreliable models. To minimize collinear distortions, a regression
model using individual neighborhoods in Dayton is performed. Through this method it is
possible to produce a clearer understanding of school quality's impact on home prices.

This paper is organized as follows: in the second section, a literature review
discusses real estate studies by Charles Tiebout, Sherwin Rosen, Sandra Black, and
Abbigal Chiodo et al., economists who have substantially shaped real estate economic s.
These works have added considerably to economic knowledge regarding the roles public
services and school quality play in determining home values. Following the literature
review, in the third section a regression analysis, using city level mean values as units of
observation, investigates the impact of school ratings on home prices. The econometric
problems associated with this analysis, particularly the issue of collinearity, are
discussed.

The fourth section presents an alternative method for analyzing the impact of
school ratings on home prices. This method focuses on homes in neighborhoods
straddling the border between school districts. Through examining homes in direct
proximity, yet in differing school districts, it is possible to control for neighborhood
factors, such as crime, and isolate the affect school quality has on home values.

The final section of this paper presents conclusions and discusses public policy
implications.

2

II.

1.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Charles Tiebout: Efficient Allocation of Public Goods

Public service quality plays an undeniable role in determining the value of homes. In
the wake of the groundbreaking work of Charles Tiebout in 1956, there is widespread
acceptance that groups of individuals gather in areas fitting their preferences and
resources. The phrase "voting with one's feet" is now somewhat of a cliche, yet it
remains relevant nevertheless. Tiebout explained how this phrase is expressed in the
way that residents reveal their willingness to pay for certain public services. Through
weighing home prices, property taxes, and public services, home buyers rationally
choose which district to inhabit.

According to Tiebout, property taxes and home prices bring the characteristics of the
private market into the realm of local public services. He acknowledges that federally
provided public goods and services are difficult to analyze using market mechanisms.
For instance, if someone does not value strong national defense, it is difficult to
demonstrate this preference by relocating to a country with a smaller military, due to
the financial, legal, and cultural hurdles of emigration. However, Tiebout states
consumers can rationally choose the intra-metropolitan area that matches their
preferences and resources, because they have the choice of moving to several different
local districts with varying home values, property taxes, and public services.
3

Therefore, in Tiebout's view, it is possible to examine public service efficiency
through market fundamentals. Districts possessing more of the public goods and
services consumers prefer, such as safe neighborhoods, high-performing schools, and so
forth, will have higher home values compared to other areas. When all else is equal,
higher home values generate increased property tax revenues for local governments,
incentivizing them to provide superior public services. Tiebout makes several
assumptions however: perfect information, free movement of people, equal
occupational commutes, and the public goods and services within one district do not
produce externalities enjoyed by others (pg.419). His model is uncomplicated, yet his
work is of fundamental importance to urban economics. Tiebout rationally explains the
allocation of people and resources within a metropolitan area. He demonstrates how
the affluent create homogeneous communities, and through higher housing costs and
property taxes, keep the less well-off from infiltrating their district. Conversely, those
with the fewest resources also cluster in neighborhoods, creating pockets of financial
hardship and exacerbating the troubles caused by poverty.

According to Tiebout, property taxes and public service quality have a significant
positive relationship. Any municipality not providing sufficient public services, given the
taxes collected, will witness an exodus of residents, forcing a reduction in property taxes
or an increase in the quality of public services. The simplicity of this argument does not
diminish its merit in challenging the common perception that public goods and services
cannot be produced in market efficient quantities (Bator, 1958). In fact, Tiebout claims
that public goods and services, at the local level, must be produced in optimum
4

quantities at market determined prices. City officials, in an attempt to maximize local
home values, are de facto entrepreneurs. They seek the right balance of services and
taxes and, through competition for residents generate a benefit to consumers.

2. Sherwin Rosen: Hedonic Pricing

Introduced in the 1974, the hedonic pricing method is now the preferred
investigative tool of the real estate economist. In Sherwin Rosen's model, attributes are
priced through the implicit value "revealed to economic agents from observed prices of
differentiated products and the specific amounts of characteristics associated with them
"(pg. 34). Through regression analysis, hedonic pricing models ascertain the value of
individual components in a finished good from their contribution to the total value.

The following is an interpretation of John P. Blair's explanation of the hedonic
pricing model from his book "Urban and Regional Economics". In this example, hedonic
pricing determines the value of an automobile as a function of its inherent
characteristics. The hedonic model equation for automobile price is as follows.

P=f(Q)
Where P=Price
C\= The

,th characteristic ( i.e horsepower, fuel mileage, number of doors, square feet of

interior, etc.)

The equation can be rewritten as one where the function is specified. Assuming car
price only relies upon the characteristics listed above, it is specified as follows:
5

P=po + pi(horsepower)+p2(fuel mileage)+p3( number of doors)+p4( sq.ft interior)

Regression analysis determines the value of the coefficients Pi,p2,p3, and p4. If
the coefficient for horsepower, Pi, equals 40, each unit of horsepower is related to $40
of the car's overall value, and each additional unit of horsepower increases the car's
price by $40. Obviously, this is an extreme simplification of the factors contributing to a
car's price however, the system of hedonic pricing outlined above is similar to the
method widely used in modern economics.

With hedonic analysis, although there is no explicit price stated for an included
feature, it is possible to deduce its implicit price. For example, a swimming pool's
contribution to housing value is deduced through analyzing home prices and swimming
pool presence, holding all else constant. The hedonic model requires one caveat,
however regarding housing analysis. Since many intangible variables affect home value,
any model will undoubtedly suffer from some form of omitted variable bias. Therefore,
controlling for qualitative factors is essential.

3. Sandra Black: Controlling Neighborhood Characteristics

When Sandra Black published her study of the relationship between school quality
and home prices in 1999, the subject took a major leap forward. Black pioneered a
method that focused exclusively on homes in the same neighborhood, yet in different
school districts. Now known as the boundary discontinuity approach, this allowed her to
hold constant locational factors, such as crime rate, proximity to major thouroughfares,
etc., and isolate the effect of school quality on home value. She analyzes the impact
6

school performance has on home prices and finds a constant linear correlation: 1
percent increase in district home prices for every 1.5 percent increase in school test
scores.

Since 1999, Black has spurred an influx of research on schools and housing prices.
Hundreds of studies cite her work, and her econometric model focusing on residences
near school district borders is the analytical benchmark. Other studies reach different
rates for the capitalization of school quality in house prices, yet the statistically
significant positive relationship remains constant (Bogart & Cromwell, 1997) (Haurin &
Brasington, 1996). In fact, real estate professionals consider public schools the most
important local feature influencing consumer behavior (National Association of Realtors,
2005).

4. Abigal Chiodo, et al.: The Non-Linear Education Premium

New research now challenges the constant linear relationship between school
quality and home prices. After Sandra Black's 1999 study, the economic community
widely accepted the linear relationship (Nguyen-Hoang & Yinger, 2011). However, a
recent article from the Federal Reserve of Saint Louis proposes the effect of school
ratings on home prices is non-linear. While most studies support the linear education
premium Black found, research conducted by Abigail Chiodo, et al., at the Federal
Reserve of Saint Louis finds the premium on home prices increases as school quality
increases.
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Their hypothesis is that home owners naturally value school quality differently.
People with the strongest education preference desire homes in the highest performing
districts. This demand, focused in select areas, causes a larger increase in home prices
than would be expected in a linear model. Chiodo, et al., claim the linear premium
found by Black, and further developed by most researchers thereafter, originates upon a
fallacious principle. They assert it is “unrealistic" to think potential home buyers share a
constant premium pertaining to a vast spectrum of available school quality. Therefore,
there is heterogeneity in the extent people desire homes in better districts. Ultimately,
they conclude exceptional schooling is a luxury good found in exclusive areas,
demanding a steep premium. Conversely, they find in areas where school districts rate
more than one standard deviation below the mean, there is little to no education
premium among districts.

III.

DAYTON, OH MSA SCHOOL QUALITY CAPITALIZATION
1. Explanation of Model and Variables
A regression analysis of 50 municipalities in the Dayton region, tests the degree

to which public services, specifically school quality, are capitalized in home prices. In
doing so, it also examines the extent to which Dayton area home buyers rationally sort
local districts. If area home buyers rationally sort districts, then private market principles
shape local public services. Rational districts sorting would also indicate, local
governments provide public goods in efficient quantities. As a measure of housing value,

the regression uses city mean estimated home prices, obtained from Zillow, a leading
real estate website. Zillow uses a propreitatry algorhthym, a function of sales price,
structural charachteristics, and locational features, to estimate home value.Variables
accounting for public service quality include: the city's nominal property tax rate, the
local school's performance index score, and the city's total crime rate. Although other
less quantifiable factors, such as road conditions and recreational parks,contribute to
public service quality, these three variables are readily available to the public and
provide a tangible benchmark for the comparison of municipalities. When potential
home purchasers assess different municpal districts, these statistics are easy to obtain,
thus they are the public serivices most likely to influence home purchase decisions.
Nominal property tax rates are obtained from the State of Ohio's Department of
Taxation public website. Property tax rates are expressed in millage rates, which are
used to compute the effective taxes for homes. The total property tax a home owner
must pay is found by multiplying the assessed value of the home by the millage rate.
Then the product is divided by 1,000, and the quotient is what the property owner owes
the local government. Crime statistics are obtained from the F.B.I. Uniform Crime
Reporting Program. The measurement used is per capita crime, both violent and
property, within a municipality.
School ratings are taken from the 2009-2010 State of Ohio's Interactive Local
Report Card Performance Index. Each school district recieves a score out of 120 for
academic performance. According to the Ohio Department of Education, the index
"measures the achievement of every student. . . . Districts earn points based on how
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well each student does on all tested subjects in grades 3-8 and the 10th grade Ohio
Graduation Tests." The legitamacy of standardized testing in evaluating school
performance has been intensely debated for over a generation. Critics charge misplaced
faith in rigid examaninations discourages imagination and critical thinking and does not
measure total educational achievement (Ravitch, 1985). Recently, standardized tests
have garnered intense scrutiny due to their widespread growth as a product of the 2001
No Child Left Behind Act. While a debate on the merit of standardized testing is valid, it
is proven parents consider these scores when comparing school districts (National
Association of Realtors, 2005). Furthermore, evidence suggests parents value test scores
as an assessment of school quality more than expenditure per pupil or teacher/student
ratios (Brasington & Haurin, 2006)
In this study, ratings in some districts are affected by students who come from
areas outside the school's corresponding city. For example, Xenia home price data
includes only homes within the city limits. However, there are students in Xenia schools
from the rural outskirts, but their homes are not included in the dataset. In this situation
a small disconnect exists between school quality and home prices. Other schools with
rural populations also have students from unincorporated areas. This does not
invalidate the data given that these students represent a small minority of students,
although it is a noted shortcoming of the model.
The average age of a town's housing stock is instituted to account for the
depreciation of housing value over time. It is obtained from Coldwell Banker, a realty
company in the area.

10

Table 1: Dayton MSA Housing Statistics

Variable

Mean

Standard Deviation

Home Price$

112,204

35,931

Property Tax Rate

56.73

16.79

School Rating

96.83

7.61

Total Crime Per Capita

.039

.022

Year Home Built

1973

10.11

To estimate home sales price in the Dayton MSA the hedonic pricing method
described in section II is implemented. The equation to examine the relationship
between home prices and school rating, crime rate, nominal property tax rate, and the
age of housing is as follows:
Equation 1: Ln price= po + Pi(Ln school rating)+P 2 (Ln crime rate)+Ps( Ln avg.age of
housing)+P 4 ( Ln nominal property tax rate).
2. Dayton MSA Home Price Regression Results

Table 2 shows the results from a regression model to estimate a city's average
home price using Equation 1.
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Table 2: Regression results for city average home value as a funciton of school
rating, crime rate, nominal property tax rate, and housing age
Source

ss

df

3.85722115
1.76043791

45

.964305288
.039120842

Total

5.61765906

49

.114646103

coef.

1 school
lcrime
Inaqe
Itax
_cons

3.226657
-.0056791
-.07181
-.007378

-2.830304

std. Err.

t

6.71
-0.09
-0.69
-0.08
-1.19

.4806799
.063694
.1043222
.0963039
2.417092

50
24.65

Number of obs

Model
Residual

1 price

4

MS

F(

4,

45) =
=

0.0000

Prob > F
R-squared
=
Adj R-squared =
ROOt MSE
=
P>|t|

0.000

[95% conf. Interval]
2.258518

0.939

-.1339655
-.2819256
-.2013441

0.240

-7.748577

0.929
0.495

0.6866
0.6588
.19779

4.194796
.1226073
.1383056
.186588
1.987968

According to the regression results in Table 2, the model based on Equation 1 for
home prices in the Dayton, MSA has an R2of .6866, indicating the model explains 68.66
percent of the variation in average city home values. The R2 signifies that a considerable
portion of the discrepancy in home values among cities may be due to differences in
public services, and housing age. The adjusted R2 in Table 2, differs from the basic R2 in
that it accounts for the sample size and the number of independent variables. In this
model it is a slightly more conservative estimate of the explanatory power of the model.
The adjusted R2 is .6588 indicating that after considering the sample size and number of
parameters in the equation, the model explains 65.88 percent of the variation in city
average home price variation. The root MSE measure the differences between values
predicted by the model and the values actually observed. The root MSE or standard
error of the model is .1979. The prob> F score measures the probability that the every
independent variable in the model has no explanatory power. The probability that each
independent variable has no explanatory power is less than 1 in 100,000.
12

Each independent variable in the model possesses the correct sign that
conventional economic principles would predict. Total crime rate, property tax rate, and
home age are all shown to negatively correspond to home prices. However, the low tscore for all three indicate they are not statistically significant. Specifically, the low tscores do not support the existence of a relationship between these three variables and
home prices. Conversely, school quality shows a strong positive impact on home prices.
A one percent change in school rating relates to a 3.23 percent change in home values.
School quality also has a large corresponding t-score indicating strong statistical
significance.

3. Dayton MSA Home Price Regression Validity Tests

Due to the model's high R2 and the statistical insignificance of independent
variables, crime rate, housing age, and tax rate, it is possible that heteroskedasticity is
disturbing the model. If the model suffers from heteroskedasticity, it means the error
terms of the independent variables are not uniform, and thus the standard errors are
biased. Biased standard errors invalidate independent variables' t-scores as well as the
total model's F score. Therefore, the statistical significance of the independent variables
and the model as a whole is distorted when heteroskedasticity is present. To test for
heteroskedasticity a Breusch-Pagan test is necessary.
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Table 3: Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedastcity results
Breusch-Pagan / cook-weisberg test for heteroskedasticity
H o : Constant variance
Variables: fitted values of lnprice
chi 2(1)
Prob > chi2

=
=

0.37
0.5416

Test results in Table 3 suggest there is no heteroskedasticiy in the model. The
null hypothesis of homoskedasticity cannot be rejected. However, the model's high R2
and the low t-scores of the independent variables' imply possible collinearity among the
independent variables. Collinearity is present when two or more independent variables
in a model are highly correlated. It does not affect the total explanatory power of a
model, but it does distort the significance of independent variables. Highly correlated
independent variables make it difficult to distinguish the impact of one independent
variable from the impact of another. To investigate for the presence of collinearity, a
variance inflation factor (VIF) test is conducted. The test establishes an index to measure
the extent to which a variable's variance is affected by collinearity with other variables
in the model. While, there is no definitive test for collinearity, the general benchmark
index score denoting its probability is 10.

14

Table 4: VIF test results

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

school rating
tcrim
agehome
Taxrate

2 „15
1 =97
1. 36
1.07

0.464106
0.508732
0.736492
0.938172

Mean VIF

1.64

Table 4 shows that the VIF score for each variable is well below the critical score
of 10 needed to indicate collinearity. The VIF test results suggest the absence of
collinearity in the home price regression model. Notwithstanding the VIF test, it is still
reasonable that school quality may be strongly negatively correlated with crime rates,
thereby introducing collinearity to the model. Therefore, a correlation coefficient test is
conducted to evaluate the correlation between school quality and total crime rates.

Table 5: Correlation coefficient test results

school rating
tcrim

school~g

tcrim

1.0000
-0.6941

1.0000

Table 5 shows that a district's score on the state of Ohio's school index has a
strong negative correlation with crime rate. The correlation coefficient regarding crime
rate and school rating o f -.6941 shows that 69.41 percent of the variation in each
variable is related to counteracting variation in the other. Therefore, it is likely that
collinearity between the two is leading to the perceived insignificance of crime rate. The
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two variables moving in tandem, albeit in opposite directions, creates a troublesome
element in the model, where it is difficult to distinguish the effect school quality exerts
on home prices, independent from the crime rate's effect. The correlation between
school quality and crime rates may be distorting the effect of each factor. Crime rate
may appear insignificant, when in fact it strongly corresponds to a decline in home
values. Conversely, due to collinearity, the model may be overestimating the impact
school performance has on home values.

4. Crime Rate and Home Values

Figure 1 below depicts the relationship between home value and crime rate.
Using the data for both variables from the regression in Table 2, there appears to be a
quite significant relationship, despite the low t-score of crime rate. Therefore, it is
reasonable to believe the perceived insignificance of crime rate is due to collinearity
between school performance and crime rate.

16

Figure i: City average home value and city crime rate
200000

, -

Crime Rate

Because Figure 1 indicates a significant negative relationship between crime rate and
home value, it is likely collinearity is distorting the significance of crime rate regarding
home prices. Thus, a separate regression is conducted that removes the independent
variable school quality from the model. This regression attempts to detect the effect
crime rate has on home values absent school rating.
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Table 6: Regression results for average city home value as a function of crime
rate, nominal property tax rates, and the age of housing
Source

ss

df

3

Model
R e sid u al

2.09442627
3.52323279

46

.698142091
.076592017

T o ta l

5.61765906

49

.114646103

In p r ic e

C o e f.

lc rim e
Inage
lt a x
_cons

-.2569711
-.2884168
-.0171082

11.79 131

std.

Number of obs
F( 3,
46)
Prob > F
R -squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

MS

Err.

t

-3.56

.0721046
.1388119
.1347356
.8174241

-2.08
-0.13
14.42

P > |t|
0.001
0.043
0.900
0.000

=
=
=
=
=
=

50
9.12
0.0001
0.3728
0.3319
.27675

[95% C o n f. In t e r v a l]
-.4021101
-.5678306
-.2883169
10.14592

-.1118321
-.0090031
.2541006
13.4367

The results in Table 6 indicate that after withholding school performance from
the regression, crime rate is indeed statistically significant, as is the age of the housing
stock. A one percent change in crime rate corresponds to a .26 percent movement of
housing prices in the opposite direction. Surprisingly, however the age of homes shows
a stronger negative relationship to housing prices than does crime rate, a one percent
increase in the average age of the community's housing stock corresponds to a .29
percent drop in home prices. Conversely, the nominal tax rate remains insignificant. This
suggests that there is no relationship between nominal property tax rates and home
prices.
After removing school rating, the regression results in Table 6 show that
although crime rate and housing age are now statistically significant, the model's R2 is
now considerably lower, .3728. Comparing this R2to the higher R2in Table 2 suggests
school quality imparts a strong affect on home values. However, it is impossible to
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reliably draw conclusions from the model due to the distortions caused by the
collinearity between school performance and crime rate. The results in Table 6 show
that a negative relationship between crime and home values is found. Conventional
economic thinking predicts this negative relationship. All else equal, higher crime should
depress local home prices, as home buyers seek homes in areas with less crime.
However, since some measure of school quality remains in the model through its
collinearity with crime rate, the coefficients do not contribute to further understanding
of the housing market.
Additionally, neighborhood quality, absent from this model, is empirically proven
to play a vital role in determining home value (Ferman & Kaylor, 2005). While the effect
of neighborhood quality on home values has been statistically established (Li & Brown,
1980), this effect contains the influence of crime rate and school quality, as well as other
locational features. A host of factors contributes to the value of homes, beyond
structural considerations. However, the impact of each is difficult to state with certainty.
Therefore, to properly measure school quality's impact on home prices, it is important
to develop a model that separates the effect of school quality from other neighborhood
characteristics such as crime rate. One manner in which to conduct this investigation is
to focus on neighborhoods in the Dayton MSA where school district boundaries
intersect, while attempting to hold all else constant, including crime rate and
neighborhood factors.
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IV.

BORDER AREA HOUSING STUDY
1. Total Border Area Study Features

Due to the collinearity between school performance and crime rate, to examine
school quality's impact on home prices, this study focuses on Dayton area
neighborhoods that straddle a boundary line separating two school districts and are
uniformly populated with similar houses, yet differ in school district. Given the size of
the Dayton region, one would expect dozens of neighborhoods to fit these criteria.
However, most school districts are separated by some form of a physically divisive
boundary: body of water, shopping center, multi-lane road, park facility, etc. These
physical boundaries make comparing district home prices in these areas ineffectual,
because neighborhood factors cannot be controlled.
Dayton is located in Montgomery County Ohio, an area encompassing 461 square
miles with 535,515 residents. Yet this diverse and rather densely populated area has few
neighborhoods meeting the criteria outlined above. Only six school district boundary
areas contain homogeneous housing and sufficient density to merit examination. The
district boundary areas examined in this paper are listed in Table 7. Covering a wide
range of public school quality, these border areas represent a typical cross section of the
Dayton, OH MSA. Sales price data is obtained from the Montgomery County auditor's
website. Dates of sale are restricted to those from January 1st, 1995 to July 1st, 2011. To
maintain neighborhood homogeneity, homes examined are situated no more than a
tenth of a mile from the school district border. Relevant Dayton area neighborhoods
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contain 933 homes sold during this time period. As shown in Table 9, the mean home
sale price in the study is $124,346. Because the homes in this study comprise
homogeneous areas where residences are situated in differing school districts, the
impact on home value from neighborhood factors such as crime rate will be uniform
among analyzed homes. Thereby, this study attempts to focus exclusively on school
ratings effect on home values and hold constant all other external factors. The
neighborhoods will also be similar because the residents of both school districts will
have similar access to public services with externalities such as parks and local roads,
and so forth.
In selecting neighborhoods for examination, it is necessary that homes positioned
along the school district border be of similar quality, and in direct proximity. One area
possessing sufficient housing on the school district boundary, but with stark differences
in homes, is where Oakwood and Dayton converge. This area is omitted because,
though residences in respective districts are closely located, home quality is too
heterogeneous to identify the impact school rating has in determining home price
variation.
A. School District Border Areas Examined
The school district border areas in the Dayton MSA selected for this study
include the following:
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Table 7: School district boundary areas and corresponding school ratings
District Boundary Area

School Index Score

Difference

Kettering /

Kettering: 101

28.4

Dayton

Dayton: 72.6

Kettering /

Kettering: 101

Oakwood

Oakwood: 109

Kettering /

Kettering: 101

Centerville

Centerville: 105.2

Kettering/

Kettering: 101

West Carrollton

West Carrollton: 92.4

Centerville /

Centerville: 105.2

Miamisburg

Miamisburg: 97.9

Miamisburg /

Miamisburg: 97.9

West Carrollton

West Carrollton: 92.4

8

4.2

8.6

7.3

5.5

B. Explanation of Variables
Data in the study is obtained from Montgomery County property records. House
characteristics utilized as nominal variables include: the year the house was built;
number of rooms, baths, and stories; house and lot square footage. Housing features
utilized as dummy variables are basement, crawlspace, pool, as well as the structure of
the house, i.e. brick, frame, stone, ranch, colonial, bungalow, etc. Variables are excluded
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when not statistically significant, t-score under 1.3, unless there is particular relevance.
To control for the rise and fall of home prices over time, a linear and quadratic time
variable is included. Area homes enjoyed consistent appreciation until recently. In 2011,
there is a 5.5% drop in home prices. With an average sales price of $124,703, this is an
average loss in wealth of $6,891 per household. Table 8 shows the results of a
regression using Equation 2 with (log) home sales price as a function of time, starting in
1995, and time squared.
Equation 2: Ln price= (30+ Pi(time)+p2(time2)
Table 8: Regression results for home price as a function of time and time2

So u rce

df

SS

Number o f obs

MS

F(

Model
R e s id u a l

5.08985871
198.165952

2
930

2.54492935
.213081669

T o ta l

203.255811

932

.218085634

Is a le s p r ic e

c o e f.

S td . E rr

tim e
tim e sq a re d
_cons

.0762806
-.0039861
11.32668

.0156483
.0008263
.0673464

t

4.87
-4.82
168.19

2,
930) =
Prob > F
=
R -sq u a re d
=
Adj R -sq u a re d =
Root MSE
=
P>|t|
0.000
0.000
0.000

[95% C o n f. in t e r v a l]
.0455706
-.0056077
11.19451

C. Total Border Area Study Summary Statistics
The following table contains total statistics for homes in the border area study
across all relevant neighborhoods.
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933
11.94
0.0000
0.0250
0.0229
.46161

.1069907
-.0023645
11.45885

Table 9: Summary statistics for border area study homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

124,703

67,900.7

Number of Bedrooms

2.99

.69

Number of Bathrooms

1.71

.75

Home Square Feet

1,642.83

1,063.43

Lot Square Feet

12,2748.59

11,931.41

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.511

.46

Stories

1.17

.36

Year Built

1958

17.98

2. Kettering/ Dayton Border Area Study
The border area where the cities of Kettering and Dayton converge is the largest in
the study, 2.94 miles long. Because of its size, this border area requires a variable to
control for different neighborhoods. Therefore, zip codes are included as dummy
variables to control for neighborhood effects. This area also contains the most
observations in the study, 344 homes were examined. Additionally, the two school
districts have the largest disparity in performance, 28.4 points on the state's index,
equal to 3.73 standard deviations. Kettering schools are rated 39.12 percent higher than
are Dayton schools. Dayton City schools possess the lowest rating in the MSA, 8.26
percent below the second lowest rated school. Kettering, on the other hand is rated
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4.34 percent above the mean. As Table 10 shows, the average home sale price in the
boundary area is $83,305, this is the lowest in the study. Property taxes in the two
districts are similar. The millage rate is 76.52 in Dayton, and 78 in Kettering. Ranch style
homes are the most numerous along the border, 39 percent of all observations, with
bungalows making up another 27 percent.
Table 10: Summary statistics for Kettering/ Dayton border area homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sale Price$

83,305

27,116

Number of Bedrooms

2.61

.64

Number of Bathrooms

1.26

.46

Home Square Feet

1,123.73

833.20

Lot Square Feet

8,451.16

7,970.98

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.65

.45

Stories

1.05

.20

Year Built

1949

15.95

To estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ Dayton border area the hedonic
pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation to estimate home
sales price in the Kettering/ Dayton border area is as follows:
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Equation 3: Ln price= (30+ Pi(time)+P2(time2)+(33(zip 45432 yes=l, no=0)+P4(zip 45420
yes=l, no=0) +p5(Kettering yes=l, no=0) +p6(year built) +p7( # baths)+Pg( #rooms)
)+P9 (basement yes=l, no=0)+Pio(# of stories)
A. Kettering/ Dayton Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Kettering and Dayton are in Table 11 below. It shows that holding constant structural
housing features and characteristics, homes in Kettering sell at prices 8.34% higher than
homes in Dayton.
Table 11: Kettering/ Dayton border area regression results
Source

SS

df

Model
Residual

15.432358
32.8956936

10
332

1. 5432358
.099083415

Total

48.3280517

342

.141310093

Isalesprice

coef.

time
timesqared
zip45432
zi p45420
ketteri ng
built
baths
rooms
bsmt
stories
_cons

.1200997
-.0060106
-.2761138
-.3207811
.0833638
.0027934
.1164825
.1463717
.1125946
.1182671
4.837401

Number of obs
F( 10,
332)
Prob > F
R-squared
A r iJ
l
D- cbnl ij iU3dFlOcfU
S
MU
rv
ROOt MSE

MS

std. Err.
.0193062
.0009763
.065473
.0577438
.0378197
.001286
.0404384
.0303535
.0434844
.0885296
2.519797

t
6.22
-6.16
-4.22
-5.56
2.20
2.17
2.88
4.82
2.59
1.34
1.92

P> 111
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.028
0.031
0.004
0.000
0.010
0.182
0.056

=
=
=
—
=

343
15.58
0.0000
0.3193
?QRR
\n
J .L
JOu
.31478

[95% conf. Interval]
.0821218
-.0079312
-.404908
-.4343711
.0089673
.0002636
.0369347
.0866623
.027055
-.0558826
-.119379

.1580775
-.00409
-.1473197
-.2071912
.1577603
.0053232
.1960303
.2060812
.1981343
.2924168
9.794182

According to the regression results in Table 11, Equation 3 explains only 31.93% of
home sale price variation along the border of Dayton and Kettering; however it does
provide interesting insight. The greatest coefficients, in absolute terms, correspond to
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the zip codes. The 45432 and 45420 zip codes translate to 27.51 percent and 32.08
percent lower house values than homes in the 45419 zip code, the baseline standard
used in the model. This indicates that neighborhood characteristics are responsible for a
substantial portion of home price variation in this area. Also, in Table 11, the time2
variable coefficient of .0060016 signifies that home values in this area have fallen
sharper, 8.14 percent in 2011, than in the study as a whole.
Kettering homes show an 8.34 percent higher sales price than Dayton homes, which,
given the mean value of $83,305 equals a $6,948 price differential. The 8.34 percent
price premium is low however, considering Kettering schools are 39.12 percent higher
performing than Dayton schools. The education premium in this area is much lower than
the premium in found in the city level regression conducted in section III. The results
from the city level regression, in Table 2 depict a much stronger relationship between
school rating and home value than is found in this area. In the study at the city level,
where neighborhood factors are not controlled, there is a 3.23 percent increase in home
price for a 1 percent increase in school rating. In this instance, Kettering homes sell at
prices only 8.34 percent higher despite Kettering schools' 39.12 percent higher rating.
This equates to a .21 percent increase in home price for a one percent increase in school
rating. After controlling for neighborhood factors the education premium is now much
smaller. This implies that the school premium found in the city level analysis may be
inflated by neighborhood factors.
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3.

Kettering/ Oakwood Border Area Study

In the area bordering Kettering and Oakwood 115 homes are examined. Using
data from Table 12, homes in this area sell on average for $86 per square foot. This is
the most expensive in the study, on a price per square foot basis. Oakwood schools are
the highest performing in the study, achieving a score of 109 on the state's index. This is
more than one standard deviation higher than Kettering, a statistically above average
school in its own right. Oakwood property taxes, at a 122.7 gross millage rate, are 57
percent higher than Kettering's. Cape Cod style homes make up 51 percent of the
homes along the border. The remaining 49 percent vary greatly in home design, and
include Tudors, ranches, colonials, old-styles, and bungalows.
Table 12: Summary statistics for Kettering/ Oakwood border area homes

House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

139,660

44,363

Number of Bedrooms

2.86

.80

Number of Bathrooms

1.53

.59

Home Square Feet

1,624

1,086

Lot Square Feet

6,728

1,742

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.89

.29

Stories

1.45

.45

Year Built

1938

9.88
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To estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ Oakwood border area the hedonic
pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation used to estimate
home sales price in the Kettering/ Oakwood border area is as follows:
Equation 4: Ln price= (30+ Pi(time)+P 2(time2)+p3( Oakwood yes=l,no=0)+P4(year built)
+Ps(#baths)+ P6(#rooms))+ p7( home sq. ft.) +Ps(basement yes=l, no=0)+Pg(# of stories)
+pio(ranch yes=l,no=0)
A. Kettering/ Oakwood Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Kettering and Oakwood are in Table 13 below. It shows that holding constant structural
housing features and neighborhood factors, homes in Oakwood sell at prices 13.83
percent higher than homes in Kettering.
Table 13: Kettering/ Oakwood border area regression results
source

SS

Number of obs
F( 10,
104) =
Prob > F
=
R-squared
=
AH "i K
R- cbtfUcll
m m rarl
/AUJ
cU
ROOt MSE

MS

df

Model
Residual

4.98899529
4.37912586

10
104

.498899529
.042106979

Total

9.36812114

114

.082176501

—

Isalesprice

Coef.

time
timesqared
oakwood
built
baths
rooms
sqft
bsmt
stories
ranch
_cons

.0349484
-.0011363
.1383071
.0058884
.1256542
.0787827
.0000359
.1801383
.1405461
-.1644728
-.7162401

Std. Err.
.0228988
.0012358
.0434312
.0021709
.0401253
.0308764
.0000186
.0798332
.0551095
.0858064
4.253539
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t
1.53
-0.92
3.18
2.71
3.13
2.55
1.93
2.26
2.55
-1.92
-0.17

P> 111
0.130
0.360
0.002
0.008
0.002
0.012
0.057
0.026
0.012
0.058
0.867

115
11.85
0.0000
0.5326
fl . i4O
R /7U
fi
U

.2052

[95% Conf. interval]
-.0104608
-.0035869
.0521813
.0015835
.0460843
.0175537
-1.05e-06
.0218261
.0312618
-.3346301
-9.151167

.0803575
.0013143
.2244329
.0101933
.2052242
.1400117
.0000729
.3384505
.2498304
.0056845
7.718687

The regression results in Table 13 show that Equation 4 explains 53.26% of the
variation along the border of Kettering and Oakwood. Although, both time and time2
possess the expected signs, both variables have much lower coefficients than the total
study's mean values, and neither is statistically significant. This signifies the area may
not have experienced as extensive an escalation and decline in home prices as other
areas. The only home design statistically significant is ranch homes, which sell at prices
16.44 percent less than other styles.
The regression results indicate Oakwood homes have a 13.83 percent higher sales
price, significant past the 99 percent level, over homes in Kettering, which given the
mean value of $139,660 is equal to a $19,314.98 price differential. The 13.83 percent
price premium is high compared to that between Kettering and Dayton, considering
Oakwood schools rate only 7.92 percent higher than Kettering's. While in the Kettering/
Dayton border area there exists a .21 percent increase in home sales price for a one
percent increase in school rating, in the Kettering/ Oakwood border area there is a 1.75
percent increase in home sales price for a one percent increase in school rating. The
school premium in this area, drastically greater than that in the Dayton/ Kettering
border area supports the non-linear education premium discovered by Chiodo, et al.
Also, Oakwood's substantially higher property taxes further add to the premium of
homes in the district.
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4. Kettering/ Centerville Border Area Study
120 homes are examined in the border area separating Kettering and Centerville.
As Table 14 shows, this area's homes have a mean sales price of $182,272, which is the
second highest in the study. The border area between Kettering and Centerville has the
study's smallest disparity in school rating. Centerville schools are the second highest
performing in the study. Their state index score is 105.2, which is 1.1 standard
deviations above the mean, and 4.2 points higher than Kettering's. The two districts
have similar property taxes. Centerville's millage rate is 73.55, and Kettering's is 78.
Ranches make up 79 percent of homes in this border area.
Table 14: Summary statistics for Kettering/ Centerville border area homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

182,272

107,559

Number of Bedrooms

3.37

.62

Number of Bathrooms

2.25

.70

Home Square Feet

2,357

1,687

Lot Square Feet

20,645

18,911

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.24

.36

Stories

1.18

.38

Year Built

1965

10.04
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To estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ Centerville border area the
hedonic pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation used to
estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ Centerville border area is as follows:
Equation 5: Ln price= po+ Pi(time)+P 2 (time2)+P3 (Centerville yes=l, no=0)+p4(year built)
+p5(#baths) +p6(home sq. ft) +p7(lot sq. ft)+Pg(# of stories)
A. Kettering/ Centerville Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Kettering and Centerville are in Table 15 below. It shows that holding constant structural
housing features and neighborhood factors, homes in Centerville sell at prices 6.58
percent higher than homes in Kettering.
Table 15: Kettering/ Centerville border area regression results

Source

ss

Number of obs
F( 8,
111)
Prob > F
R-squared
A f JJi
R
MU
r\- cbnt j nU da . r1pe rl ll
Root MSE

MS

df

Model
Residual

14.755066
4.08395506

8
111

1.84438325
.036792388

Total

18.839021

119

.158311101

Isalesprice

Coef.

Std. Err

time
timesqared
cville
built
baths
sqft
lot
stories
_cons

.0558177
-.0022112
.0657744
.0092031
.1671639
.0000354
4.01e-06
.308951
-7.29134

.0174385
.0009448
.0365656
.0025848
.0420975
.0000122
1.10e-06
.0648757
5.024112
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t
3.20
-2.34
1.80
3.56
3.97
2.90
3.65
4.76
-1.45

P> 111
0.002
0.021
0.075

0.001
0.000
0.005

0.000
0.000
0.150

=
=
=
=
=

120
50.13
0.0000
0.7832
0.7676
.19181

[95% Conf. interval]
.0212622
-.0040834
-.0066827
.0040811
.0837448
.0000112
1.83e-06
.1803954
-17.24695

.0903732
-.0003391
.1382315
.0143251
.250583
.0000596
6.19e~06
.4375066
2.664274

As Table 15 shows, Equation 5 explains 78.32% of the variation along the border
between Kettering and Centerville, the highest in this study. The variables for time and
time2signify a steady appreciation in home values of 5.58 percent per year and recently
only a minor decrease of 1.72% in 2011. Possibly because ranch homes are the majority,
two- story homes enjoy a 30.89% higher price.
Compared to Kettering homes, Centerville homes show a 6.58% higher purchase
price. Taking into account that Centerville's schools are 4.16 percent higher rated, in this
instance there is a 1.58 percent increase in home sales price for a 1 percent increase in
school rating. This finding is significant only at the 92.5% level. However, a one tail test
is reasonable, as the coefficient is expected to be positive. The premium for Centerville
homes translates to a $12,030 higher purchase price. The hypothesis of Chiodo, et al.
holds because the education premium in this border area separating two above average
rated schools is much greater than that found in the Dayton/ Kettering examination.
5. Kettering/ West Carrollton Border Area Study
The border area between Kettering and West Carrollton provides possibly the most
interesting cross section of the study. In an area 4 tenths of a mile by 17 tenths of a
mile, and consisting exclusively of ranch style homes, 93 homes are examined. Built in
the mid 1950's, an era when home construction was dictated by efficiency, these homes
lack any structural distinctiveness. Each home is virtually an exact replica of every other,
thus this area provides an ideal opportunity for studying the effects of school
performance on home sale prices. Though the homes are nearly identical, the difference
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in school district rating, 8.6 points, is substantial. Kettering schools are rated 9.31
percent higher rated than are West Carrollton schools. West Carrollton schools have a
rating of 92.4 from the State, .58 standard deviations below the mean. Kettering schools
have a rating of 101, .55 standard deviations above the mean. West Carrollton property
taxes are lower than Kettering's. Their millage rate is 72.05, and Kettering's is 78.The
homes in this neighborhood have the second lowest average sale price in the study,
$84,421.
Table 16: Summary statistics for Kettering/ West Carrollton border area homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

84,421

13,886

Number of Bedrooms

2.91

.31

Number of Bathrooms

1.02

.14

Home Square Feet

1,089

99

Lot Square Feet

7,501

0

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

0

0

Stories

1

0

Year Built

1956

1.5

To estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ West Carrollton border area the
hedonic pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation used to

estimate home sales price in the Kettering/ West Carrollton border area is as follows:
Equation 6: Ln price= (30+ Pi(time)+(32(time2)+(33(Kettering yes=l, no=0)+(34(home sq. ft)
A. Kettering/ West Carrollton Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Kettering and West Carrollton are in Table 17 below. It shows that holding constant
structural housing features and neighborhood factors, homes in Kettering sell at prices
9.48 percent higher than homes in West Carrollton.
Table 17: Scattering/ West Carrollton border area regression results
Source

SS

df

Number of obs
F( 4,
88)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

MS

Model
R e sid u a l

.838557417
1.8564154

4
88

.209639354
.02109563

T o ta l

2.69497281

92

.029293183

Isalesprice

coef.

S td . Err

time
timesqared
ketterinq
sqft
_cons

.0690944
-.0036739
.0947571
.0004264
10.5683

.0146448
.0007985
.030327
.0001641
.18912

t

4.72
-4.60
3.12
2.60
55.88

P> 111

0.000
0.000
0.002

0.011
0.000

93
9.94
0.0000
0.3112
0.2798
.14524

=
=
=
=

[95% Conf. interval]
.0399909
-.0052608
.0344885
.0001003
10.19246

.0981979
-.002087
.1550257
.0007524
10.94413

The model in Equation 6 explains 31.12 percent of the variation in home price along
the border of Kettering and West Carrollton. This is the lowest amount in the study,
possibly because of the lack of variation in housing structures. Of the home feature
variables, only square feet is statistically significant. It appears with homes so similarly
constructed, factors outside the scope of this study, such as landscaping and
maintenance largely determine home sale price in this area. The variables for time and
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time7signify a steady appreciation in home value, 6.91 percent per year and a recent
decrease, 5.11 percent in 2011.
Kettering homes have a 9.43 percent higher purchase price, significant at the 99%
level, which is greater than the premium between Kettering and Dayton, despite West
Carrollton schools rating considerably better than Dayton's. Considering that Kettering
schools rate 9.31 percent higher than West Carrollton's, in this area there is a 1.02
percent increase in home sales price for a one percent increase in school rating. This
finding further supports the hypothesis of Chiodo, et al. that the education premium is
not uniform amongst the population.
6. Centerville/ Miamisburg Border Area Study
Along the border separating Centerville and Miamisburg 62 homes are examined.
This is the smallest sample size in the study, yet as Table 18 shows, with a standard
deviation of $74,387, this area contains the greatest sales price variation. The homes in
this area also have the highest average sales price in the study, at $209,538, which is 68
percent higher than the study's mean. Although the sample size is small, this
neighborhood warrants inclusion for the opportunity to investigate how wealthier
residents evaluate school quality in an area where one school is rated exceptional and
the other is rated average. Miamisburg schools have a state index score of 97.9, a slight
1.1 percent above the mean. However, it is .96 standard deviations below Centerville
schools, which are rated 105.2. With a millage rate of 59.74, Miamisburg has the lowest
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property tax rate in the border area study, 23 percent lower than Centerville's rate of
73.55. Ranch style homes are the most numerous in the area, at 46 percent.
Table 18: Summary statistics for Centerville/ Miamisburg border area homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

209,538

74,387

Number of Bedrooms

3.5

.53

Number of Bathrooms

2.68

.60

Home Square Feet

2,539

650

Lot Square Feet

35,950

9,921

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.40

.39

Stories

1.3

.45

Year Built

1972

7.48

To estimate home sales price in the Centerville/ Miamisburg border area the
hedonic pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation used to
estimate home sales price in the Centerville/ Miamisburg border area is as follows:
Equation 7: Ln price= po+ Pi(time)+p2(time2)+p3 (Centerville yes=l, no=0)+p4(year built)
+p5(#baths) +Pg(# of stories)
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A. Centerville/ Miamisburg Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Centerville and Miamisburg are in Table 19 below. It shows that holding constant
structural housing features and neighborhood factors, homes in Centerville sell at prices
12.17 percent higher than homes in Miamisburg.
Table 19: Centerville/ Miamisburg border area regression results
Source

SS

df

MS

Number of obs

Model
Resi dual

5 o35524302
1.61863032

6
55

.89254 050 3
.02 9429642

Total

6.97387334

61

.114325792

Isalesprice

Co ef.

time

.0 35 35 3 1
-.0011123
.1216 58 8
.0 149 41 6
.2155825
.1731 16 8
-18.34569

ti m e s q a r e d

cville
built
baths
stories
_cons

Std. Err.

.0236472
.0012613
.0461325
.00365 69
.0 456 80 1
.0534153
7. 1 3 0 8 0 3

t

1.50
-0.88
2.64
4.09
4.72
3.24
-2.57

F(

6,
Prob > F

55)

=

R-squared
=
Adj R-squared =
ROOt MSE
=

P > |t|
0.141
0.382
0.011
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.013

62
30.33
0.0000
0.7679
0.7426
.17155

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.0120369
-.00364
.02 920 71
.007613
.1240376
.0660703
-32.63614

.0827432
.001 4 15 4
.21411 05
.02227 02
.30712 75
.28 01 6 34
-4.055241

The model in Equation 7 explains 76.79% of the variation along the border of
Centerville and Miamisburg, according to the regression results in Table 19. The
variables time and time2 each possess the expected sign, although neither shows a
notable coefficient or statistical significance. This suggests that in this wealthier area the
housing bubble did not have as large an effect on home prices as it did elsewhere.
Similar to the border area between Centerville and Kettering, because ranch style
homes are the majority, two- story homes enjoy a substantial premium, 17.31 percent.
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Centerville homes correlate to a 12.17% higher home sales price; which is significant
at the 98.9% level. Centerville schools are 7.46 percent higher rated than Miamisburg's.
Therefore, there is a 1.63 percent increase in home price for a one percent increase in
school quality. The education premium in this area equates to a $25,500 higher average
sales price for a home in Centerville compared to a similar home in Miamisburg. This
makes the education premium in this border area the highest, in actual dollar amount,
in the study. In this area, Centerville is rewarded for its superior school rating through
both higher home values and a higher tax rate. The hypothesis of Chiodo, et al. is
supported because the exceptional school quality of Centerville is capitalized to a larger
degree than a linear model would predict. In this border area, the disparity in school
rating, while similar in absolute value to that of Kettering and West Carrollton and much
smaller than that of Kettering and Dayton, corresponds to a much greater premium.
7. Miamisburg/ West Carrollton Border Area Study
In the border area separating Miamisburg and West Carrollton 200 homes are
examined. As Table 20 shows, homes in this area were built, on average, in 1978, the
newest homes in the study. This is the only area in study where one school district is
rated below average, West Carrollton 92.4, and the other is rated average, Miamisburg
97.9. Not only are Miamisburg schools higher rated than West Carrollton's, but its
property taxes are 22% lower. Ranch and colonial homes are the most numerous in the
border area, 31% and 21% respectively.
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Table 20: Summary statistics for Miamisburg/ West Carrollton border area homes
House Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Sales Price$

144,692

44,494

Number of Bedrooms

3.34

.53

Number of Bathrooms

2.29

.54

Home Square Feet

2,095

470

Lot Square Feet

11,758

6,402

Basement (full=l, part=.5)

.49

.42

Stories

1.22

.42

Year Built

1978

7.35

To estimate home sales price in the Miamisburg/ West Carrollton border area the
hedonic pricing method described in section II is implemented. The equation used to
estimate home sales price in the Miamisburg/ West Carrollton border area is as follows:
Equation 8: Ln price= po+ Pi(time)+(32(time2)+(33(Miamisburg yes=l, no=0)+p4(year
built) +p5(#baths)+ P6(home sq. ft.) +p7(lot sq. ft.)+Pc>(pool yes=l, no=0) +Pi0(cape cod
yes=l,no=0) +Pn( bi-level yes=l, no=0) +Pn(other yes=l,no=0)
A. Miamisburg/ West Carrollton Border Area Regression Results
The results from the regression analyzing home sales price in the border area of
Miamisburg and West Carrollton are in Table 21 below. It shows that holding constant
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structural housing features and neighborhood factors, there is not a statistically
significant difference in home sales price between the two towns.
Table 21: Miamisburg/ West Carrollton border area regression results
Source

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

8 =46129531

4.87850516

11
188

.769208664
.025949496

Total

13.3398005

199

.067034173

Isalesprice

Coef.

ti me
timesqared
mburg
built
baths
sqft
lot
pool
capecod
bilevel
other
_cons

.0680585
-.003461
.013264
.0085362
.095968
.0001112
9.39e-06
.1228917
.2961886
-.1252459
.2581942
-5.871225

Std. Err.
.0118361
.0006368
.0251116
.0018656
.0285369
.0000318
2.04e-06
.0539093
.1690849
.0308383
.0864319
3.667326

t

5. 75
-5.43
0.53
4.58
3.36
3.50
4.60
2.28
1.75
-4.06
2.99
-1.60

Number of obs
F( 11,
188)
Prob > F
R-squared
m i i ^ ri a rl
aA q j-a O
K-squareu
Root MSE
P>|t|

0.000
0.000
0.598
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.024
0.081
0.000
0.003

0 .1 1 1

=
=
—
=
=

0.6343

A
IQ
UoOi/y
.16109

[95% conf. Interval]
.0447099
-.0047173
-.0362726
.0048559
.0396743
.0000486
5.36e-06
.0165468
-.0373588
-.1860795
.0876933
-13.10562

.091407
-.0022048
.0628007
.0122165
.1522617
.0001739
.0000134
.2292365
.629736
-.0644123
.4286951
1.363172

The regression results in Table 21 indicate the model in Equation 8 explains
63.43 percent of the variation along the border of Miamisburg and West Carrollton. The
variables for time and time2in this area correspond to the largest t-values in the study,
but not the highest coefficients. Ranch and colonial homes are not priced significantly
different. However, other home designs are notable for their deviation, particularly, bi
level -12.52 percent, Cape Cod + 29.62 percent, and homes labeled as other +24.43
percent.
The most interesting result of the regression is the lack of statistical significance
related to school district. Miamisburg homes show a 1.3 percent higher sales price
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200
29.64
0.0000

compared to West Carrollton homes, however the low t-score, .53, renders this not
statistically significant. The absence of a statistically significant difference in district
home prices is surprising given the disparity in school rating. Miamisburg schools are
rated 5.9 percent higher than West Carrollton schools. Yet this higher performance is
not capitalized in housing prices. Furthermore, the low property tax rate in Miamisburg
does not appear to influence home prices in this area. Chiodo, et al. found in areas
where schools rate more than one standard deviation below the mean, home sale prices
show little to no education premium. However in this area, it appears there is no
education price premium for a school district rated near the mean. Perhaps, in this
instance when home purchasers compare school districts, they see little difference
between an average and below average school district.

V.

CONCLUSION
During examination of the Dayton MSA using city mean values as units of

observation, contained in section III, a 1 percent rise in school performance translates to
a 3.23 percent increase in home value. However, after controlling for neighborhood
factors by looking at homes in different cities by contiguous neighborhoods, the
education premium appears much smaller. In analysis using city mean values,
neighborhood factors, including crime rate, clearly inflate the education premium,
because the premium is greatly diminished when controlling for neighborhood factors.
This paper attempts to distinguish the relationship between school rating and housing

values, independent of neighborhood influences. In section IV, six school district border
areas from the Dayton MSA are examined to investigate the extent to which home sale
price variation is attributable to designated school district. Aggregating the education
premium found in each border area study from section IV, a 1 percent increase in school
performance correlates to a .77 percent increase in home sale price. This education
premium is similar to the premium found in Black's landmark 1999 study. However, in
border areas where each school district rate above the mean, there is a 1.67 percent
increase in home sale price for every 1 percent increase in school performance, a rate
more than twice that in the border area study as a whole.
This supports the non-linear relationship between school rating and housing
prices proposed by Chiodo, et al., where the impact of school rating on home price
increases as school rating increases. In their paper, they attribute this phenomenon to
educationally concerned residents bidding up home prices in high performing districts.
The findings in this study support their hypothesis. Homes in districts with exceptional
schools command a higher premium than would be expected in a linear model. These
results are welcome news for districts with outstanding schools. The municipal
governments of Oakwood and Centerville possess, in their school systems, a high
demand asset. Public officials there, who wish to further improve school performance,
now have evidence suggesting in the Dayton area, incremental gains in school quality
above the mean correspond to greater increases in home values.

Conversely, after controlling for neighborhood and structural factors, in districts
with average, below average, or significantly below average rated schools there does
not appear to be statistically significant home price divergence attributable to school
quality. For instance, Kettering homes command a similar premium to neighboring
homes in West Carrollton and Dayton. This is surprising given that West Carrollton
schools rate substantially better than Dayton schools, a difference of 2.6 standard
deviations. In fact, the premium for homes in Kettering is actually slightly higher on its
West Carrollton border, 9.48 percent, than it is on its Dayton border, 8.34 percent. The
findings in this paper suggest that in districts featuring average or below rated schools,
improved or regressed school performance does not reliably equate to changes in home
values.
Proponents of school improvement often point to increased district home values
as economic reasoning why even childless residents should support local public schools
(Hilber & Mayer, 2009). However, the evidence in this study suggests that in districts
featuring below average schools, a small increase in local home values from improved
schools, requires a greater percentage increase in school rating. For example, to enjoy
any rise in local home values through better schools, it is expected West Carrollton must
achieve an above mean rating, a considerable leap forward of at least one standard
deviation. Conversely, West Carrollton schools could seemingly fall to the level of
Dayton's, and home values would likely not be significantly altered. The findings in this
study are especially disconcerting for the City of Dayton, which has the lowest rated

schools in the study. Dayton City schools likely need an improvement of more than 3
standard deviations to positively influence district home prices.
The evidence in this paper suggests the real estate market perceives just three
levels of effectiveness in education: exceptional, above average, and everything else.
Under the circumstances detailed above, the market will not produce sufficient
encouragement for local governments and residents in below average school districts to
invest in improved schooling. Therefore, it is essential that public and private entities at
the local, state, and federal level provide adequate incentives for these city officials and
home owners to strive for an increase in the quality of their educational system.
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